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Introduction

This book is dedicated to the commemora  on of CIM´s 10th anniversary 
and is the result of the ar  cula  on of several researches by CIM´s mem-
bers and other colleagues from diff erent interna  onal academic ins  tu-
 ons with important contribu  ons in Media  za  on(s) Studies. 

The purpose is to intensify a transna  onal academic conversa  on to con-
tribute to consolidate this fi eld of study that, being s  ll new, already has 
a rich and important history. 

The texts presented here raise concerns about diff erent levels of the me-
dia  za  on process and its connec  ons with contemporary issues. As a 
team of researchers in Media  za  on(s) Studies, we became interested 
in both understanding the contemporary modali  es of construc  on of 
meaning and, simultaneously, if history is a guide, expand our genealogi-
cal knowledge into further results in future.   

Researchers, as society as a whole, were not prepared for the Corona-
virus pandemic in 2020; however, we were quickly able to deal with the 
situa  on by deepening previous links and genera  ng new intellectual 
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and cri  cal associa  ons. In this way, among other ac  vi  es, we held a 
virtual Colloquium at CIM with colleagues from diff erent la  tudes and 
published an E-book with the presenta  ons, which is a sample of our fi rst 
impressions on the pandemic. 

Since the Covid-19 pandemic caused all universi  es to switch to remote 
work, new opportuni  es have been a concern. Although relying on elec-
tronic contacts can be a challenge, there are many reasons to strengthen 
our research mo  va  on. What can we do as academics to face an age of 
rampant complexity? This book tries to be a contribu  on to shine light 
on present challenges.  

Media  za  on as a social, cultural and perceptual environment, whose 
weigh  ness is central in current socie  es, requires interdisciplinary and 
mul  ple approaches. Assuming the signifi cant presence of this term in 
academic discourse, we are faced with the risk of turning it into a fuzzy 
no  on. That is why this book proposes argued analy  cal perspec  ves 
that duly mark its seman  c boundaries in the context of what is percei-
ved as a blurred unlimited semiosis.  

In this way, in several chapters of this book, delimita  on of the diff erent 
meanings of media  za  on is proposed, from the empirical descrip  on 
and analysis of its diff erent levels of opera  on -devices, intersubjec  ve 
interac  ons, ins  tu  onal spaces, memory representa  ons, poli  cal ima-
ginaries, community dimensions, etc.-, to theore  cal, philosophical and 
epistemological developments.

The complexity of media  za  on is approached from the consolidated 
corpus of semio  cs which is con  nuously crossed by other theore  cal 
perspec  ves that enrich the analysis. The impact of circula  on in digital 
pla  orms and interfaces on the physiognomy of studies is noted, placing 
the level of interac  on in a new way that is boarded from sociological, 
anthropological, ethnographic and culturalist perspec  ves, in interde-
pendence with semio  cs. In the same way, the muta  ons of the media 
and languages system are analyzed.              

The presence of general approaches of an essayis  c, metaphorical and 
philosophical tone also con  nues ques  oning the current way of being 
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in mediated society and culture.  The resump  on of classical authors, 
whose theories acquire new meanings in our context as signifi cant inter-
preta  ve keys, is remarkable.

Diff erent percep  ons about Ar  fi cial Intelligence, Big Data and Geoda  -
fi ca  on are a central part of the current academic debate, so the texts 
here include present the controversial variety of senses involved.   

From reading this book arises, then, a singular and notable percep  on: 
not only Media  za  ons Studies are interpellated by the complexity of 
the present, but also Communica  on Research itself, in its proper long 
history, is being retaken in renewed ways. The ar  cula  on between new 
and old theories in a hybrid ecosystem of academic enuncia  on is a loop 
that always acts après coup. 

We trust, as always, on suspicious readings to deepen the controversial 
nature of the debate and thus be able to advance our own understan-
ding of the growing complexity of media  za  on. 

Rosario, Argen  na. 

August 2021
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“Most things are never meant.”

Philip Larkin (1972) 

“Going, going”, High Windows.

Abstract

The ar  cle pinpoints diff erences and similari  es between semiosis and 
media  on, ar  culates the concepts of media  on and intermedia  on, 
dis  nguishes among diff erent types of disintermedia  on, remedia  on, 
and re-intermedia  on, and applies this conceptual grid to ar  fi cial in-
telligence. It reaches the conclusion that, depending on whether ar  -
fi cial intelligence disintermediates a previous media  on or a previous 
intermedia  on, it becomes the object of diff erent percep  ons of agency, 
some of which entail a rhetoric of unbiased automa  sm. Semio  cs is 
perfectly placed to study them. The ar  cle concludes that the next fron-
 er of these rhetorics will consist in coa  ng ar  fi cial intelligence with 

hyper-realis  c simulacra of the body, star  ng from the primary social in-
terface, that is, the face.

Keywords

Semiosis, media  on, intermedia  on, disintermedia  on, ar  fi cial intelli-
gence.
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1. Introduc  on

On June 18, 2021, ar  fi cial intelligence boat Mayfl ower, planned to cross 
the Atlan  c Ocean from Plymouth in UK to Plymouth in US, exactly as the 
human-led boat Mayfl ower had done four hundred years earlier with his 
crew of about one hundred pilgrims, had to interrupt its journey, meant 
to explore the opportuni  es of ar  fi cial intelligence for automa  c navi-
ga  on and for the collec  on of oceanographic samples, and return to the 
departure harbor. The vessel was equipped with six cameras endowed 
with ar  fi cial intelligence and with an ‘intelligent tongue’ able to sample 
and test organic materials from sea waters. Build by naviga  on company 
Promare, the new Mayfl ower was equipped with a radar and connected 
with an IBM-controlled web service of weather forecas  ng, providing 
constantly upda  ng data for naviga  on. Project managers s  ll have to 
fi nd out what stopped the journey, since the boat is s  ll on its way back 
home as this ar  cle is being wri  en, but it was probably a minor me-
chanical failure that could not be repaired without human interven  on. 
The nuisance had reduced the naviga  on speed at a level that human 
technicians monitoring the course of the Mayfl ower judged as dange-
rously low, given that the vessel was about to venture in open ocean and 
face stronger winds, the streams of Mexico gulf, and a couple of storms. 
Despite being much more technologically advanced than its predecessor 
of four hundred years earlier — a vessel that was made of wood, much 
heavier, much slower, and with a lot of passengers onboard — the new 
Mayfl ower did not make it.

This is just an episode in the epopee of ar  fi cial intelligence naviga  on, 
which is in its turn part of the even longer history of ar  fi cial intelligence 
transporta  on. Humans might rejoice at the idea that they are s  ll ne-
cessary, and that the value of their stewardship is s  ll unsurpassed, but 
it is perhaps just a ma  er of  me before they are outsmarted by ar  fi cial 
intelligence. Or maybe not. In any case, many important insights can be 
drawn from episodes of this kind. Several disciplines are now focusing 
on ar  fi cial intelligence, which is at the center of global a  en  on again, 
a  er having enjoyed much popularity at its birth (soon a  er the Second 
World War), in the 1960s (at the peak of the Cold War), and in the 1980s 
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(with the spreading of personal compu  ng).1 Global a  en  on towards 
ar  fi cial intelligence seems to be linked with the development of warfare 
technology and to major changes in the market of computa  onal machi-
nes. The present AI frenzy might not be an excep  on, being related to 
the development of new algorithms and neural networks as well as to 
cyberwarfare. But this is another story. What ma  ers is that many scho-
lars from diff erent areas are now intensely keen on ar  fi cial intelligence, 
and semio  cians are not an excep  on.2

Semio  cs has important insights to off er about this ma  er, and indeed 
there is a long tradi  on of semio  c studies devoted to ar  fi cial intelli-
gence. The rise of cyberne  c theory, meant as the theoriza  on on self-
governing and self-regula  ng systems — including machines endowed 
with ar  fi cial intelligence — was intertwined since the very beginning 
of its genesis with a refl ec  on on signs. Already in 1936, Romanian mi-
litary scien  st Ștefan Odobleja3 published “Phonoscopy and the Clinical 
Semio  cs”, which was the fi rst dra   of a paper that he then presented 
in 1937, as he par  cipated in the IX Interna  onal Congress of Military 
Medicine. The paper, in French, was en  tled “Demonstra  on de phonos-
copie” and contained a prospectus announcing Odobleja’s future work, 
“Psychologie consonan  ste”, laying the theore  cal founda  ons of gene-
ralized cyberne  cs. The book was then published in Paris by Librairie Ma-
loine (vol. I in 1938, and vol. II in 1939). But this was just the beginning. 
Since then, ar  fi cial intelligence has a  racted the a  en  on of semio  cs 
regularly, although not always systema  cally. Semio  cs indeed can off er 
many insights to the topic, and refl ect on episodes like the one evoked at 
the beginning of the present ar  cle. In it, it is clear that, more and more, 
the subject of ar  fi cial intelligence and that of disintermedia  on are clo-
sely connected. Semio  cs can contribute an interes  ng frame to unders-

1. On the subject, see, among the latest contribu  ons, Harnish 2001; Husbands et al. 
2008; and Nilsson 2010.

2.  Among the most recent contribu  ons, see Leone 2020; Alexander et al. 2021; Brier 
and Vidales 2021; García 2021; and Leone 2021.

3. Valea Izvorului, Mehedinți, 13 October 1902, — 4 September 1978; see Drăgănescu 
1981.
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tand the dialec  cs between these two elements, and this is exactly what 
the present paper is set to do.

2. Semiosis and media  on

First, a general semio  c defi ni  on of media  on, intermedia  on, and 
disintermedia  on will be provided. As a preliminary considera  on, it 
should be underlined that semio  cs is all about media  on. Semiosis 
itself, abstractedly considered, is the most general form of it. In Charles 
S. Peirce’s model of the sign, semiosis precisely consists in the fact that 
the rela  on between the representamen and the object is not direct but 
mediated through a third element called “interpretant”. The interpre-
tant captures the rela  on between the object and its representamen 
through a certain respect or quality, which is dynamically prompted by 
a ground in the object but is not en  rely determined by it. The ground 
of an object does not coincide with it, a dynamic object does not coin-
cide with its ground, and a dynamic object does not coincide with the 
interpretant that it prompts. There is con  nuous media  on in semiosis, 
and con  nuous determina  ons that never amount to totality. If semiosis 
essen  ally is media  on, it has to be said that media  on too is essen  ally 
semiosis. Whatever form of media  on is envisaged, it necessary entails 
the produc  on and recep  on of signs that bridge the mediated en  ty 
and the media  ng one.

This theore  cal formula  on is interes  ng but could lead to an excess: 
indeed, if every semiosis is media  on, and every media  on is semiosis, 
then it is not clear why the two terms should be dis  nguished. Never-
theless, although in  mately related, “media  on” and “semiosis” do ac-
tually refer to dis  nct seman  c areas. Whereas “semiosis” captures the 
func  oning of signifying media  ons from an abstract theore  cal point of 
view, “media  on”, which derives from the words “medium” and “media”, 
conjugates the idea of semiosis with that of a technology that is devised 
by human beings so as to convey meaning. Thus, on the one hand, “me-
dia  on” could hardly be used to talk about semiosis in general, if this 
does not involve a technological element. There is certainly media  on 
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in human percep  on, yet semio  cians usually talk about it in terms of 
semiosis; should human percep  on involve augmented reality glasses, 
however, then the word “media  on” would impose itself. At the same 
 me, there is certainly semiosis in TV broadcas  ng, yet the technological 

dimension of it is so evident that it would be reduc  ve to talk about it 
generally in terms of semiosis and it is much be  er to do it in terms of 
media  on. In a nutshell, semiosis is the word that captures the general 
dynamics of signifying media  on, whereas media  on is the word that 
refers to the technological instan  a  ons of semiosis.

Yet, there is also a point in saying that every semiosis involves media  on 
and that every media  on involves semiosis. The fi rst sentence affi  rms 
that there is not such a thing as a ‘natural semiosis’; seeing with one’s 
eyes seems to involve no technology, yet the ways in which we perceive 
reality through our own sight is decisively infl uenced by the technologies 
of vision that surround us, star  ng from images. Images are a technology 
of vision and, as such, a form of media  on. In a word where man-made 
images exist, ‘natural’ visual percep  on is no longer possible. Yet his se-
cond sentence, “every media  on involves semiosis” is important too. It 
reminds one that disintermedia  on is, in the terms of Franco-Lithuanian 
semio  cian Algirdas Julien Greimas, always an “embrayage” following a 
previous “débrayage”. For those who are not familiar with Greimas’ un-
derstanding of language, it should be reminded that, in it, the genera  on 
of meaning always entails an enuncia  on that projects a sort of semio  c 
theatre with specifi c spa  al, temporal, and personal coordinates. It is 
only star  ng from this ini  al projec  on, which mediates between mea-
ning and its communica  on, that a disintermedia  on can be simulated. 
A novel can start with a sentence like “Call me Ishmael”, but this is just 
an embrayage, a simula  on of proximity between the text and its rea-
ders, a simula  on that follows a necessarily previous débrayage, i.e., the 
projec  on of the theatre of meaning in which the novel takes place. This 
considera  on is important in order to emphasize the concept that there 
is no disintermedia  on without a previous media  on or, to be more pre-
cise, without a previous “intermedia  on”.
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3. Media  on, intermedia  on, and disintermedia  on

To this regard, the diff erence between “media  on” and “intermedia  on” 
should be pointed out. It is not a mere lexical nuance but a conceptual 
one. The suffi  x “inter-” adds a personal dimension to the concept of 
media  on. Media  on implicitly involves human agency, with its conse-
quences of personality, subjec  vity, and individuality; this involvement 
is, however, implicit, meaning that the word “media  on” tends to refer 
to processes of semiosis that imply communica  on technology in an im-
personal way. That is even more evident when the correspondent verb 
is used: a content, it is frequently said, can be “mediated” or even “re-
mediated”, meaning that it can be adapted for a certain communica  on 
technology (broadly conceived) and then readapted in case of further 
media  c change. A human agency is clearly involved in all these pro-
cesses, yet it stays in the background. The word “intermedia  on”, on 
the contrary, brings to the fore the human agency implied in media  on. 
Wherever a media  on is defi ned as intermedia  on, it is evident that it 
is an embodied media  on, involving all the plexus of corporeality and 
singularity that come together with the idea of a subject, an individual, 
and a person.

That must be underlined especially so as to understand the conceptual 
relevance of disintermedia  on. In disintermedia  on, human agency is 
not removed; it is simply displaced; or, to be more precise, as the no  on 
of intermedia  on lays the rhetorical accent on the embodied dimension 
of media  on, so disintermedia  on erases this accent, and suggests an 
illusion of total disembodiment. As it is clear in many examples, however, 
the human agency and its corporeality is only moved elsewhere, hidden 
from the view but also from ideological scru  ny. For instance, the pas-
sage from a family doctor to an internet medical service endowed with 
ar  fi cial intelligence is certainly one of disintermedia  on. Whereas befo-
rehand the doctor would incarnate the expert transmi   ng relevant me-
dical knowledge and prac  ces to pa  ents, the internet service gives the-
se pa  ents the impression that they can self-diagnose and self-medicate. 
It is evident; however, that expert human agency has not disappeared 
from the scene. It has just been displaced far from it, and replaced by the 
invisible agency of ICT engineers and technicians. They are, indeed, the 
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new intermediators of medical consulta  on, devising the algorithms that 
will eventually determine which medical informa  on will be retrieved, 
and how. The disintermedia  on of ar  fi cial intelligence in many cases 
works as a re-intermedia  on under diff erent guise. Although this opera-
 on is accompanied by a rhetoric of transparency and immediateness, it 

actually surrep   ously conceals the real agency that moves the machi-
ne. That makes it even more interes  ng to semio  cally refl ect on ar  fi -
cial intelligence gone wrong, that is, on glitches, which should be dealt 
with in a dedicated ar  cle.

4. Ar  fi cial intelligence and disintermedia  on

The triad semiosis/media  on – intermedia  on – disintermedia  on must 
be conceptually ar  culated with the seman  c and opera  onal fi eld of 
ar  fi cial intelligence. This is presently more extended that it was in the 
past, covering a variety of phenomena where the human cogni  on is 
replaced by the algorithmic func  oning of a machine. In synthesis, yet, 
ar  fi cial intelligence takes place every  me that a device with no appa-
rent human agency manifests its own seemingly autonomous agency 
performing tasks that are normally carried out by human intelligence. 
The rhetorical force by which ar  fi cial intelligence intervenes in human 
life is not constant, but precisely depends on the agency context in which 
it operates. If that is one that tradi  onally entails only media  on, and 
not intermedia  on, then the conspicuity of ar  fi cial intelligence will be 
minimal. A typical example is that of content sugges  ons in media plat-
forms like Ne  lix, Amazon Prime, or Spo  fy. In them, we are constantly 
recommended a movie, a series, or a song that we might like. The me-
chanism is not diff erent from the ar  fi cial intelligence that permeates 
the en  re web and actually guarantees the economic sustainability of 
web giants like Google or Facebook. Our digital footprint is constantly 
monitored, hopefully within the legal framework set by the state, and 
then analyzed through ar  fi cial intelligence so that, from the iden  fi ca-
 on of pa  erns in these big data, tailored sugges  ons can be off ered to 

the customers. In this case, ar  fi cial intelligence is applied to media  on 
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and not to intermedia  on, meaning that, before the advent of ar  fi cial 
intelligence, no equivalent service was off ered about media contents. In 
the epoch of analogical television, presenters (they were o  en women; 
in Italy they were called “Signorine Buonasera”) would simply illustrate 
the palimpsest of the day, without recommending any program in par  -
cular. That would have been unfair towards the other programs, which 
the broadcaster — usually a state one — considered all worthy of being 
seen. What determined the emphasis on a program and its value was, 
on the contrary, its colloca  on in the palimpsest itself, with the most 
important events being placed in the  me zones during which families 
would usually gather to watch television. With the advent of private TV 
broadcas  ng, channels would alternate commercials about sponsored 
products with commercials about their own TV programs, which were 
therefore presented too as “TV products to sell”. In any case, these re-
commenda  ons followed the logic of “paleo-television”, as Umberto Eco 
defi ned it in opposi  on to “neo-television”, since they were not tailored 
to individual preferences but targeted the audience that it was believed 
would be in front of the screen at a given  me (thus, cartoons were ad-
ver  sed at the  me when children would presumably be in front of the 
screen, a  er school, watching other cartoons). Throughout the develo-
pment of pre-digital popular culture, tailored sugges  ons were off ered 
only by friends and rela  ves, who would know the personality of an in-
dividual and suggest to him or her TV programs, song albums, or books 
that he or she might like. This func  on was simply not available in pre-
digital media. When it is featured by digital pla  orms, therefore, it is not 
received as an instance of dis-intermedia  on but as one of re-media  on 
(the good old TV commercials are now being reproposed in a bespoken 
form). The consequence is that we constantly receive sugges  ons from 
pla  orms but we never consider them as an expression of ar  fi cial inte-
lligence, although they actually are one of the most essen  al instances 
of it.

In other cases, the rhetoric of ar  fi cial intelligence is more empha  c. 
Emphasis is at its maximum when ar  fi cial intelligence disintermediates 
star  ng not from simple media  on but from proper intermedia  on, that 
is, from a situa  on in which communica  on meets technology through 
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an explicit human agency. Examples are countless, but none of them is 
more striking than transla  on. Homes of scholars in their mid-for  es like 
the author of the present paper are probably full of a kind of books that 
are presently never open and accumulate dust in some corner of the 
library. They are called “dic  onaries”. The same des  ny befalls encyclo-
pedias, although some of them might s  ll contain materials that are in-
teres  ng but are not present in the web. Paper dic  onaries, instead, are 
a pure relic of intermedia  on, when transla  on depended on the fact 
that someone, by birth or study, would master two or more languages 
and help other human beings to bridge them. I s  ll remember how joyful 
I was when my parents would buy me a new dic  onary that would help 
me in school: the Italian monolingual dic  onary was the fi rst one, then 
the La  n-Italian one, then the Greek-Italian one, then the German-Ita-
lian one, and then, when I started traveling throughout the world, many 
other dic  onaries followed, that I acquired through my journeys and stu-
dies, from the many li  le English-Italian dic  onaries to the most exo  c 
and regional ones, which I bought more for the pleasure of collec  ng 
them than for the sake of u  lity. I can s  ll remember, at the same  me, 
how painful it was to spend long hours on one of these volumes, fran  -
cally fl icking through pages, searching for words, pondering op  ons. All 
this is now history. The internet is full of websites that off er transla  on 
services from the most known languages of the world to the most known 
ones, and their number and quality is constantly mul  plying, as it is mul-
 plying the number of translated languages, which now increasingly in-

cludes also minority and regional languages. Dic  onaries are s  ll neces-
sary for specifi c languages, but it is undoubtedly impressive how ar  fi cial 
intelligence tools like Google Translator are constantly improving, syste-
ma  cally be  ering their performance thanks to ar  fi cial intelligence and 
through access to an enormous amount of transla  on data. The service 
is s  ll far from being fl awless, especially if transla  ng from and to lan-
guages others than English, yet progress is undisputable and rapid. An 
academic ar  cle in Italian wri  en in plain language can now be almost 
fl awlessly translated into English. In this disintermedia  on, the role of 
ar  fi cial intelligence in replacing human agency is evident, although the 
biases of its algorithms are not as conspicuous. In this case too, users 
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realize that an ar  fi cial intelligence, and not a natural one, is beyond the 
transla  on mainly from the imperfec  ons that the former entails, and 
that the la  er would spontaneously avoid. Some of them are quite fun-
ny, exactly because they reveal the automa  sm of the machine beyond 
the pretended intelligence of the interface. Yet, despite these glitches, 
the deeper biases of automa  c transla  on, those which are rooted in the 
way the transla  ng ar  fi cial intelligence is trained, are less visible and 
frequently go undetected. That is a general rule of the current recep  on 
of ar  fi cial intelligence, for non-specialists s  ll see it more as the outco-
me of a programmed machine than as the output of a trained device. 
This implies two distor  ve eff ects: on the one hand, ar  fi cial intelligence 
might be seen as more determinis  c than it actually is: its biases, there-
fore, are received as a consequence of how its algorithms are wri  en. 
On the other hand, an important source of ar  fi cial intelligence’s biases 
is overlooked, that is, the materials that neural networks are ‘fed’ so that 
they might develop intelligent behavior. It is as though, in assessing the 
prejudices of a human being, only its cogni  ve biases were looked at, 
and not those generated by educa  on.

To recapitulate, if media  on always implies semiosis, and if semiosis 
constantly entails media  on, the la  er usually involves a technological 
se   ng, whose socio-cultural recep  on varies according to epoch and 
context. In general, the more a human agency is perspicuous in media-
 on, the more it is received as intermedia  on, that is, as semiosis invol-

ving a technological device operated by a human being. It is in rela  on 
to this plexus of media  on, technology, and human agency, that a phe-
nomenon and a rhetoric of disintermedia  on can take place, meant as 
the apparent elimina  on of human agency from the media  on itself. Ac-
cording to this rhetoric, media  on appears as self-regulated by techno-
logy, automated, and, consequently, unbiased. Following a deep-seated 
anthropological prejudice, since human agency systema  cally results in 
ideological biases, the apparent elimina  on of the former is interpre-
ted as bringing about a consequent neutraliza  on of the la  er. In reality, 
any technological disintermedia  on should be interpreted as crypto-re-
intermedia  on, for human agency is never eliminated from media  on 
but merely displaced somewhere else, at a previous and more concea-
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led stage of the produc  on of media  on itself. From this point of view, 
ar  fi cial intelligence can introduce pernicious biases in human rela  ons 
exactly because its outputs can be seen as unaff ected by human agency 
and its ideologies. As it has been pointed out, the rhetoric of ar  fi cial 
intelligence is more or less striking depending on whether its pseudo-
disintermedia  on applies itself to a domain of human signifi ca  on that 
was previously either mediated or intermediated. In the fi rst case, since 
the presence of human agency in technological semiosis was not empha-
sized, the rhetoric of ar  fi cial intelligence in disintermedia  ng such do-
main will be less percep  ble. Systems for the recommenda  on of media 
contents exemplify this typology quite well: ar  fi cial intelligence is now 
used to recommend tailored media contents to users, yet this is a new 
func  on of digital pla  orms, which was prac  cally absent in analogic 
broadcas  ng of media contents. In this case, therefore, ar  fi cial intelli-
gence does not appear as conspicuous in its func  oning and, as a conse-
quence, can work in a seemingly transparent but surrep   ously biased 
way. In the second case, instead, when ar  fi cial intelligence intervenes 
in a domain that was usually intermediated, the subs  tu  on of human 
agency is more conspicuous, yet the biases of ar  fi cial intelligence are 
always looked at in the frame of the human one, without an ar  culated 
knowledge of how ar  fi cial intelligence actually produces its outputs. 
Programming, for instance, is seen as the source of distor  on, whereas 
training is usually neglected, exactly because it is an ac  vity associated 
more with the upbringing of human agency (through educa  on) than to 
the shaping of ar  fi cial intelligence. In a nutshell, AI applied to media  on 
produces hidden surrep   ous biases, whereas AI applied to intermedia-
 on produces a suspicion that is o  en misplaced, targe  ng the surface 

of the problem and not its depth.

5. The system of ar  fi cial intelligent media  ons

Given this ar  cula  on of semiosis, media  on, intermedia  on, and disin-
termedia  on, on the one hand, and, on the other, the dialec  cs between 
human and ar  fi cial intelligence, semio  cs or, be  er said, a semio  cally 
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oriented philosophy of communica  on can give an important contribu-
 on in studying the simula  ve ar  facts of ar  fi cial intelligence, that is, 

the eff orts to simulate human intelligent behaviors through non-organic 
and non-human devices. Such simula  on can take place at the level of 
expression, at that of content, or at both.

At the level of expression, the focus is on the inorganic reproduc  on of 
signs that humans associate with intelligence. An excellent example is 
Disney-fi nanced project “Gaze”, a robot that simulates human expres-
sions and, moreover, emulates them in face-to-face interac  ons with 
humans.

In this technology, essen  ally inorganic ma  er is arranged, also through 
ar  fi cial intelligence, so as to convey an impression of understanding. 
Facial expressions are not only cogni  ve, but some are, and many are 
essen  al to communicate mutual intelligibility. Gaze is a robot develo-
ped by Walt Disney Imagineering with a team of researchers from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the California Ins  tute of 
Technology. It is the result of advanced research in the fi eld of techno-
logy and presents an intriguing feature. It can reproduce certain specifi c 
expressions of the human face. For example, it is able to make small mo-
vements of the head or to blink the eyelids. The research group FACETS 
(Face Aesthe  cs in Contemporary E-Technological Socie  es), fi nanced by 
the European Research Council, and led by the author of the present 
paper, is currently inves  ga  ng the meaning of the face with par  cular 
emphasis on its transforma  ons in the digital era. One of the central hy-
potheses of research, now condensed in the present paper, is that there 
is a strong connec  on between the development of ar  fi cial intelligen-
ce, the produc  on of simula  ve ar  facts, and the face. Indeed, as it has 
been seen supra, disintermedia  on through ar  fi cial intelligence entails 
a rhetoric, which emphasizes the passage from a human-mediated te-
chnological context of communica  on to a machine-centered one, in 
which all human agency and, as a consequence, all human biases are ex-
pelled. This rhetoric, as it has been pointed out, is par  cularly eff ec  ve in 
the case of disintermedia  on star  ng from an intermedia  on that would 
conspicuously involve human agency (like in the case of machine-based 
linguis  c transla  on, for instance). As the example of Gaze and many 
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others reveal, however, more and more the face is becoming one of the 
most central devices of digital re-intermedia  on through ar  fi cial intelli-
gence. When ar  fi cial intelligence is coated with simula  ve ar  facts that 
represent the human body, indeed, it gains an extraordinary communi-
ca  ve power, encouraging even more the spontaneous recep  on of the 
contents of ar  fi cial intelligence. People do not interact anymore with an 
algorithm and its cold numeric outputs and they do not simply see them 
projected on a screen. On the opposite, the elabora  ons of ar  fi cial in-
telligence are coated with ar  facts that simulate the human body, as well 
as the connec  on between the human body and its internal cogni  ons, 
emo  ons, and inten  ons.

6. Conclusion

The process of re-intermedia  ng ar  fi cial intelligence is progressing ra-
pidly. It started with the human voice. Interac  ng with the ar  fi cial in-
telligence of personal assistants like Siri or Alexa has become common 
prac  ce. On the one hand, users receive their behavior with a strong 
rhetoric of disintermedia  on. When “talking” to Siri and Alexa, for ins-
tance, one usually forgets that their responses have been trained in a 
way that condi  ons their ‘intelligent’ behaviors, and one tends to belie-
ve, on the contrary, that informa  on received through these personal 
AI assistants is perfectly automa  c. Glitches can manifest themselves in 
their behaviors too, and some of them can have par  cularly funny con-
sequences; yet, they do nothing but reinforce the impression that what 
lies at the core of these devices and applica  ons is a mechanism that 
is completely deprived of any human agency. When these same devi-
ces and applica  ons are coated with a human-like interface, then, their 
outputs are received not only as automa  c and, therefore, unbiased, 
but also as emo  onally close and believable. The a  ribu  on of a voice 
already represents a signifi cant step forward in this process. Receiving 
street direc  ons from a human-like voice that speaks our own language 
with a tailored tone is diff erent than seeing them projected on a screen. 
A further step forward in the re-intermedia  on of ar  fi cial intelligence 
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is represented precisely by the a  ribu  on of a human face, which can 
now come in the form of the photo-realis  c digital picture or video of an 
ar  fi cial face, but also in the form of a three-dimensional face a  ached 
to a head and to a body, like in the case of holograms or anthropomor-
phic robots. The whole biological and socio-cultural heritage of the face, 
which is the central device of human interac  on, is bestowed upon ar  fi -
cial intelligence so as to confer to interac  on with it the smoothness and 
naturality of a face-to-face conversa  on, yet without losing the rhetori-
cal eff ect of disintermedia  on. Disintermedia  on and re-intermedia  on, 
indeed, coexist, as if the development of intelligent algorithms and their 
being presented through the digital simula  on of a body (whose crea  on 
too o  en involves ar  fi cial intelligence) was seeking to sa  sfy a deep-
seated desire of humanity, that of bege   ng creatures that are at the 
same  me perfectly controllable and perfectly human, like a creature 
that does not rebel against its creator.

Will the Mayfl ower of the future succeed in crossing the ocean without 
any human assistance? Will it be able to face the largely unpredictable 
nature of winds, waves, and currents in a properly manner? And trans-
port safely human beings and goods across the world? It is probably just 
a ma  er of  me before this result is achieved, and a profession as old as 
human civiliza  on, that of the helmsman, is disintermediated by ar  fi cial 
intelligence. But readers of Melville, Conrad and Stevenson know that 
naviga  on is not only going from point A to point B, and that many revo-
lu  onary sea adventures and discoveries, including Columbus’ voyage to 
the con  nent that we now call “America”, were instances of serendipity, 
of the very human capacity of turning a glitch into an opportunity. The 
Mayfl ower of the future will probably be able to reach its des  na  on, 
fast, safely, and autonomously. Nevertheless, it might s  ll need training 
on how to profi t from mistakes, which humans frequently transform into 
new occasions for crea  vity. We humans are training ar  fi cial intelligen-
ce to be much more perfect than we are. We shall then train it to beco-
me as imperfect as we are   
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